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A National Voice with Regional Roots I Une histoire régionale, une voix



Mr. Brennen Young Director
Regulatory Cooperation, Regulatory Affairs Sector Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
90 Elgin Street Ottawa, ON K1A 0R5

SUBJECT: Industry Recommendations for the CFTA Workplans

Dear Mr. Young,
 December 1, 2017
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The Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating is writing the Government of Canada in response to the request for suggestions for regulatory reconciliation and cooperation to support participation in the Canadian Free Trade Agreement (CFTA) Regulatory Reconciliation and Cooperation Table (RCT). We applaud the governments objective to reduce/eliminate barriers for the free movement of persons, goods, services and investments within Canada.

We are requesting harmonized Provincial and Territorial regulations and codes based on the latest model National Plumbing/Building Code. Specifically, we are requesting harmonization through the timely adoption of the National Model Codes by 2020 be added to the RCT workplans as this aligns with already identified worker transportability initiatives. Tradespeople working across Canada should be working and training to a single, common Code.

The Institute is asking for an initiative to be placed on the CFTA workplan for timely adoption of the National Model Codes by 2020 as we believe it meets Part C: Regulatory Cooperation of the Regulatory Reconciliation and Cooperation Table (RCT). Activities from the Institute’s member companies directly impact activity in the larger built environment sector, the skilled trades, and ultimately where Canadians live and work. These topics relate to the larger strategic challenges that the CFTA strives to address including trades mobility, inefficiencies brought about by internal trade barriers, and ultimately those factors that increase the cost of living for Canadians. This request is supported by the Mechanical Contractors Association of Canada (MCAC).

Timely adoption means an adjustment in Provincial/Territorial legislation that adopts into jurisdictional regulation, the latest version of National Model Codes within a certain (set) period after the latest national  model Code is published. The Institute has conducted research to illustrate the economic burdens created by a lack of alignment of regulations in Canada to support the need for timely adoption of the National Model   Codes.

Our research demonstrates that the additional cost to Canadian consumers attributed because of the impacts of fragmented regulatory requirements, differing time frames for Code adoption and uneven enforcement can be upwards of 30% - 40% cumulatively through the supply chain, in terms of actual costs and delays/complexity to delivering a final product to Canadians. CIPH members have indicated that this translates into hundreds of millions of in extra costs to Canadian consumers. Enclosed is an analysis of a segment of our industry related to water heaters with a breakdown of cost factors to provide illustration and support of the impact of fragmented regulation across the country.
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The results demonstrate that this amounts to approximately 15% increased certification and testing costs, compounded by a further 15% due to supply chain issues such as dual inventory, complex supply chains to get the right products to the right jurisdictions, additional testing/field inspections, labelling, trades training and increased compliance delays, while trying to meet various provincial/territorial regulatory requirements.

A lack of harmony also results in safety inspection regimes that remain fragmented across the country with inspectors left to face inconsistences in the marketplace as innovative products are often restricted from application in their jurisdiction for decades.

Ultimately, the lack of harmony is an administrative (vs. productivity) burden borne by industry. Investment and resources needed to manage these increased costs equates to a lost opportunity for members in terms of business reinvestment in Canada, jobs not realized, resources not invested by manufacturers in forward- looking innovation, research, and development to achieve our shared strategic goals of energy efficiency,  water conservation and the government’s goal of changing adaptation.

CIPH would be delighted to be part of the process and we applaud the continued efforts on this important nation building initiative and we look forward to a positive response.

Yours sincerely,
Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating
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Ralph Suppa, CAE
President & General Manager

c.c.	CIPH Board of Directors
Plumbing & Mechanical Advisory Council Mechanical Contractors Association of Canada Electro Federation Canada, AHAM Canada NRC, NRCan, PTPACC Chair: Bill Hawkins
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About CIPH: The Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating (CIPH), founded in Montreal in 1933, is a not-for-profit trade association that is committed to providing members with the tools for success in today's competitive environment. More than 260 companies are members of this influential Canadian industry association.

They are the manufacturers, wholesaler distributors, master distributors, manufacturers' agents, and allied companies who manufacture and distribute plumbing, heating, hydronic, industrial, waterworks, and other mechanical products. CIPH wholesalers operate more than 700 warehouses and showrooms across Canada. Total industry sales exceed $6.5 billion annually and CIPH members have more than 20,000 employees from coast to coast.

About MCA Canada: The Mechanical Contractors Association of Canada (MCAC) is a national, non-profit federation of autonomous provincial associations working for the betterment and advancement of the trade and mechanical contracting industry in Canada. Established in 1895, MCAC is a vibrant and diverse national association serving the needs of mechanical contractors of all sizes engaged in such disciplines as plumbing, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, controls systems, medical gases, welding, and fire suppression primarily within the industrial, commercial and institutional sectors. With offices in each province and 15 regional offices in Ontario, the MCAC is Canada’s largest trade contractor Association.

